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It is well known that uader certain conditions the ratio
estimator is more efficient than the sample mean in large samples but
little is known about the efficiency of the ratio estimator in small
samples. In this note the exact bias and variance of the ratio estimator
are given assuming a linear regression of .v on x where a; has a gamma
distribution. It is shown that the ratio estimator is generally more
efficient than the sample mean in small samples. The variance
estimator of the ratio estimator is shown to be generally more stable
than the variance estimator of the sample mean. Results are exact
for any sample size.

1. INTRODUCTION
I

In sample surveys ratio estimators areoften used for estimating
the population mean y of a characteristic of interest '/ or the
population ratio R=yIx utilizing an auxiliary variate 'x' that is
positively correlated with y. It is well known that theratio method
increases the precision of estimators in large samples if p>Ca./(2C„)
where p is the coefficient of correlation between y, x, C» and Cx are
coefficients of variation of y and x respectively. However, not much
is known about the exact efficiency of ratio estimator in small samples
(Cochran, 1963 p. 157). Therefore, in this paper, we investigate the
exact efficiency of the ratio estimator assuming a model. The stability
of the variance estimator of the ratio estimator is also compared with
the stability of the variance estimator of the sample mean.

We confine ourselves to simple random sampling and assume
the population size is infinite, to simplify the discussion. From a
simple random sample of n pairs (ji, x,) we have the unbiased
estimator of ? , the population mean of y, as

n

1=1
♦Revised version of a paper presented at the annual meeting of the Indian
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The unbiased estimator of V(y), the variance of y, is given by
Vo=Sy'ln .. (1.2)

where is the sample mean square of v. The ratio estimator of
yis

yr=(ylx)x =rx ' ...(1,3)
where $ is the sample mean and x is the known population mean of
X and

r=ylx ...(1.4)

is the ratio estimator of the ratio R== fj x. As an estimator of
ViVr), the variance of Vr, it iscustomary to take

. + r%^)ln

= ...(1.5)

where Sx^ is the sample mean square of x and is the sample
covariance. It is known that I'l is consistent but biased ; bias is of
order l/«. ,It may be noted Jhat the unbiased estimator of the
population ratio/?= r/X is x and its variance estimator is v„l x^
(assuming the population mean x is known). Therefore, without
loss of generality, we shall discuss in the sequel the efficiencies of
estimators, y and yr, of the population mean f, and stabilities of
their variance estimators and Vj respectively.

The stability of a variance estimator may be judged by its
^efficient ofvariation. Rao and Beegle (1967) have made a Monte
Carlo study ofthe small-sample properties of Vg and Vj. Assuming a
linear regression of j on a;, with :)C normal, they have demonstrated
that (1) the coefficients of variation of Vp and Vj are of the same order
when the regression is through the origin and is small and (2) the
coefficient of variation of Vj is considerably larger than that of Vn
when the regression does not pass through the origin and is large.
Recently Rao (1968) has investigated theperformances of Vn and Vi
using several sets of live^ data which represent a wide variety of
populations. His emperical results indicate that for small samples
stability of Vj compare favorably with that of Vo; in fact considerably
better for most of the populations.

2. The exact theory

estim^rs^^^""^^ following model for the comparison of
J't = a + (3Xi+Mi ; |3>0

E{UilXi)=0, EiUi, ujjxi, x,) = 0
•r(utlxi)=nS (8 is a constant of order /r^) :..(!)
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where the variates Xi/n have the gamma distribution with parameter
h so that ^='Exiln has the gamma distribution with parameter m=rih.
To compare the stabilities of variance estimators we further assume
that Mi's are normally and independently distributed with mean zero
and variance kS. This model was used by Durbin (1959) and Rao
and Webster (1966) to investigate the bias in estimation of ratios.
This model is quite suitable to describe many situations met in
practice. An example would be the estimation of production rate of
a manufacturing process where varing amounts (random variable y)
are produced at varying time intervals (random yariable x); the
latter usually follows a gamma distribution. It may be noted that
all our results under this model are exact for any sample size, n.
2.1. The exact efficiency of the ratio estimator.

Under the model (I) we have

F=a+pm ...(2.1)

and

...(12)

Consequently the bias of Vr is

Bias (y,)=a/(m-l) ...(2.3)
The variances of yr and y are obtained as

y,,-, I Sm®

which exists for m > 2, and

V(y)=B+ '̂̂ m ...(2.5)
respectively. The exact efficiency of yr relative to that of y is given
by

Now, we note that in terms ofthe model (1)

c.=TliK-p)lK},
P= y [pi(Km)], ...(2-7)
S= r [(l-p2)/(/C^,;,)]

where K=C„IC^.

Therefore using (2-3) through (2*5) and substituting the values « S
and Sgiven by (2'7)^ can be expressed as afunction of K, pand m.

may be noted that K—CjCy and the coeiBcient of variation ofx
and consequently E is independent of the units of

measurement ofthe variables x and y as it should be. The numeri-
cal values ofE as percentages are presented in Table 1 for selected

MSE{y\ -..{^.6)
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values of K, p and m—nh > 2. The results of Table 1 may be
summarized as follows :

The efficiency or Vr increases as pincreases for given K and m,
and for given p and K it increases as m=nh increases. The ratio
estimator y, is more efiBcient than the unbiased estimator y for the
following values of p(>KI2) and m; (a) p >. 8, m > 8 (f>) p >. 5,
m > 16, (c) p > '4,m> 20.

Noting that in our model Cx=h~^i^, Cx=m-^l^ and n
for It >1 we may conclude that for p ^ "4 and K < 2p, the ratio
estimator yr is efiBcient in small samples if /z > 1.

Finally, it is of interest to note that the large-sainple theory
(viz. yr is superior to y if p > Kj2) is generally applicable in this case
if m=nh > 32.

Now, we consider the case of the linear regression through the
origin (i.e., a=0 in model 1). Putting a=0 in_(2"3) weget as a
check the well-known result that yr is unbiased for Y. We note that
in this case K=?.

and

The variances of y, and y are given by

(m-l)(m-2)
...(2-8)

respectively. Therefore che exact efiBciency of yr relative to that of
y is given by

Clearly £o increases as p increases for mixed m{>2). For a given
p the value of m for which is

^„3H-(y)V.^>0 ...(2-U)
The values of m have been calculated using (2'II) for different values
of pand are presented as integers in Table 2 so that £•(, > I.

We find from Table 2 that in the case of the linear regression
through the origin the ratio estimator yr is superior to y for p > '4
in small samples (m < 18 ; « < 18 if A> 1). For low correlation,
p < -4, Xr is efiBcient if m> 32. Further, the comparison of these
results with those given in Table 1 shows that the sample size needed
for the ratio estimator to be efiBcient in the case of the regression
through the origin is smaller than in the case of the general regres
sion model i.
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Table 1

The exact efflciency of jvfor selected values of K, p(p>K/2) and m

K p

m

8 16 20 32

•25 •4 76 95 99 105

5 19 100 104 111

•7 86 111 117 125

•9 91 123 131 142

•50 •4 77 . 96 100 107

•5 87 109 114 121

•7 117 . 148 154 .164

•9 168 222 234 252

1-00 •6 71 100 105 112

•7 105 134 140 150

•9 324 408 425 453

I'50 •8 67 90 95 103

•9 103 138 146 159

Table 2

The values of p and m for which Eo>l

P •1 •2 .3, •4 •5 •6 •7 •8 •9

m 300 75 33 18 12 8 6 4 3

2.2. The exact stabilities of the variance estimators Vq and

h, for the variance estimators v„ and were given
model ?thev are ^e shov '̂n that in terms of

(2-12)
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and

Vi=

^Now, we have the following expectations

E(^)=Eis,,)=0,Eis/)=nin
and

In

where Zi=Xiln. Erom Rao and Webster (1966) we have

e('±--) M^+1) .
\2zf/ (w+1) '

hence

mti

'm+1 •

Similarly we obtain

n

...(2'13)

' m + 1 •

Using these expected values we obtain the well-known result that Vq
is unbiased for V(y). The expected value of Vj is obtained as

Bias (vi)=-

E(.v,y
(»j + 2)5

m+l+ m+1
Consequently the bias of Vj as an estimator of V{yr), givtn by (2'4) is

(5m^-5m+2)K^ 2(mH2m-2)5
(/«='-l)(w-l)(m-2) (m^~\Xm-2)

...(2-14)

...(2.15)

We note that for finding the variances of Vj, and expected values
of some functions of sample moments are needed. Following the
method of Rao and Webster (1966) Chalrabarty (1968) has evaluated
these expectations. The details of evaluating these expectations,
which involve some tedious algebra, are omitted and only the final
results are given here. The variances of Vq aud Vj are obtained as

W=^)+^?^+PWm+l)(m+2)(m+3)-m^]...(2.16)
and

F(v,)=S^ (n + l)(m+3) im + 2Y
(«-l)(m + l) (m+l)^J

+ 2a2S

36 + +a«
1

{m+\f J

.. (2-17)
„ (2ot-«4 3)

+(«-l)(m+l)^J
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respectively, where

[(« + l)(m + 6)-121
(«-l)(»j + 3)(w+2)(m + l)

The relative variance of Vq is

cnv.)-~|^-r. (say)
where V(Vo) and V(y) are given by (2*16) and (2-5) respectively. The
relative variance of Vj is

where V(v^), Bias (vj) and V{yr) are given by (2-17), (2'15) and (2-4)
respectively. Finally, the stability of Vj relative to that of Vn is
given by

S^TJT,.

...(2.18)

...(2.19)

..(2-21)

We note that substituting the values of «, pand Sgiven by
(2-7) in (2'21) S can be expressed explicitly as a function of
A, p, m and n. However, the resulting expression is rather compli
cated for analytical investigation of the behavior of 5. The com
parison ofStability of^Vj with that of v,, is of interest when y, is
more efficient than y. Therefore, we have computed the values S
for selected values ofm, n, Kand pfor which the efficiency of is
greater than or equal to that of y. The results are given as percen
tages in Table 3. We find from Table 3 that—

Table 3

The Value of S for Selected Values of m. n, pand K

m n

K= •25 K=-•50 K=l-00
\

••rso

P=-4 P= -5 P= -7 P=-9 P='4 P= '5 P=-7 P= -9 p='6 P= -7 P--9 P=-8 P=9

8 4 188 254 185 258 262
8 8 182 250 172 310 240

16 4 130 142 189 131 142 176 134 141 172 186
16 8 124 140 196 129 151 193 127 146 216 195
16 16 115 137 204 127 165 214 ,118 152 287 204
20 ,4 112 123 133 170 122 124 133 159 126 132 156 168
20 10 117 119 133 184 118 125 145 183 121 139 210 183
20 20 109 112 132 195 112 125 161 206 115 148 283 196
32 4 113 114 120 142 114 115 120 135 116 120 133 130 141
32 8 112 113 121 152 113 116 126 148 115 124 157 133 151

32 16 110 112 123 165 112 118 138 168 113 131 201 136 165
32 32 107 . 109 126 181 109 122 157 . 194 110 143 278 140 182
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(1) The variance estimator Vj is more stable than Vq ; the gain
in stability is considerable for p>'5

(2) For fixed K, m, and n the stability ofVi increases as p
increases.

(3) For the special case where x has the exponential distri
bution with mean m=n {i.e., /i==l) in model I, S decreases
as m=n increases.

It may be noted that Rao's (1968) emperical results for small-
sample stabilities ofVq and Vi obtained from several sets of live data
generally agree with the exact results obtained here namely Vj is more
stable than Vq and the gain in stability in considerable for p>.5.

Turning to the case of the regression through the origin (^e.
a=0 in model I) we get the relative variance of Vq using (2-7), (2'9),
(2-16) and (2-19) as

CV'ivo) [dim + \){m+2){m+5)~m] .,.(2-22)

= 7^3 . (say)
From (2-7), (2-15), (2-17) and (2'20) we get the relative variance of

as

I in+l)(m+3)CV (Vi)— i C„_1\fOT4-n(7j-l)(m+l)

Cm+2)'- 4(m2-f2m-2)2

= (say). ...(2-23)

Consequently the stability of Vj relative to that of Vo is given by
...(2-24)

which is a function of p, w =[CV^{X)]'̂ and n. The numerical
evalution So shows that the results for the relative stability of Vj are
similar to those obtained in the case of the general regression model
I (Table 3), and hence the numerical values of So are notgiven here.
In this case also, the variance estimator Vi is-more stable than Vq,
its stability increases as p increases for fixed mand n. For the special
case where x has the exponential distribution decreases as m=«
increases. Further, the comparison of S values of and Sq reveals that
the variance estimator Vj is slightly more stable in the case of regres
sion through the origin than in the general regression model I. For
example, when m=n=8 and p"='9, 5'o=325 where as 5 ranges from
240 to 310 depending on the values of and when m=20, «= 10
and p='7, - 152 where as S ranges from 133 to 145 depending on
the values of A: (Table 3). The implication of these findings is that
the ratio method of estimation would frequently lead to an improve
ment in the accuracy of estimators and variance estimators even in
small samples if the auxiliary variable x follows a gamma
distribution.
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